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Driven into hiding in the French Pyrenees by the advancing forces of a new one world government,

Cardinal Leopold Amodeo receives a mysterious radio message from an unknown source in

Northern Europe inviting him to a secret meeting. Fearful of a trap, and with time running out as a

web of evil spreads across the globe, he must decide if he should leave the safety of his friends in

an ancient Cathar sanctuary to travel alone into the far reaches of the north to meet with a man who

may hold the key to their salvation. In this, the fourth book in the "God's Lions" series, the non-stop

action moves across the European continent as the cardinal and his dedicated team of scientists,

code-breakers, archaeologists, and intelligence specialists join with others to face their greatest

challenge yet in a climactic confrontation with an evil entity that has vowed to wipe them from the

face of the earth. For those who enjoyed the first three novels in the series, this book is a must

read!*Note to readers: The first book in the series, "God's Lions - The Secret Chapel", is currently in

development for a major motion picture.
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â€œRealm of Evilâ€• is the forth book in John Lymanâ€™s supernatural thriller series â€œGodâ€™s

Lionsâ€•. The series has been fantastic to this point and â€œRealm of Evilâ€• is no exception. This



forth book picks up where the last one left off. We find our protagonists taking refuge in the

Pyrenees mountains as Adrian Acerbi has taken control of the entire world save for a few rebel

states. Through the power of his global computer network, he has seized control over all

communications, all financial transactions, and all military and police units across the world. He has

maintained this power under the guise of unifying the world under his banner of peace. The truth of

his intentions are far more sinister and our faithful team of bible code experts must avoid his trap if

they are to defeat him.While all of the first three books in the series have been fantastic, I could

make the case that â€œRealm of Evilâ€• is the best of the series. Lyman has developed a talent for

expanding the story just enough so that the reader feels the scope of the situation, without making

the plot so busy that it becomes hard to follow. This is often a delicate balance and many authors

are either over simplistic or try and do too much. Lymanâ€™s deft hand and honest plotlines are

rare and refreshing in a genre that is full of copycat authors and retread stories. Also appreciated is

how well researched this book as been. I canâ€™t imagine how tedious it must be to do the

research necessary to write a book that contains everything from nuclear submarines and burst

transmitters, to the biblical book of Revelation â€“ and somehow meld all of those things together

into a story that is not only irresistible to read, but also completely believable.The next big name in

thriller novels is here! His name is John Lyman.
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